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ABSTllACT

T1ae time-vrJrYing speddJ! ptdtem dMe to temporal 6rtHUl-

INm4 noise praenIs 11II06jeditHuJble IIrliIIld ill telnisitna
Wewing. 17Us pIIpD' reptH'U Oil resetIrda Oil tIuII pl'06lelll,

perfomte4 Oil II W4eo processillg mpet'COmplder III tlae Nil-

tiolUllltUtitlde 01 StIllld4r4s 11II4 Tedmology (NIST). Tlae
resardJ flUllltifre4 tIae tlualuJl4 signal-ttHlOise rtItio

(SNR) III w6ida SlId tempomllOise 6«omes .isibIe. lIS tI

IlIIIdioll 01 tIae IIU!IIII 11II4sIIuultJr4 4nUdio1l 01 tIae 1Nu:Ic-

gro",,4 inlet!. Dllltl were ItIfm usiIIg tI lIIrge IUIIIIlIer01
~ SllIIIe tnIiIIe4l1114 t1I6en 1Ullnlined, obsenug 6ot1a

IIrlifu:itJl1III4retd W inulges. It 1NSIOIIIUItIuII tlaetlaresla-
014 SNR CCIII''III)' betwem the IiIIIits 01 Z, 11II4J, dB, de-
peIUIing OIl tlae fll'Sl two statUtical IIUHfIDIts01 tlae
6tdgnnutd. l1uI.s, fDt' extllllJlle- sigIIal ProcessUrg tlatlt
duurges iltulge IIunUuIIIceInels aliiSOIIfdimes impose tI
system SNR pemdty of lip to 10 dB.

INTRODUCTION

"Noise" in television receivers takes on many forms such as
ghosting, c:o-dwmel intcrfen:nce. duomaIlwna interactions
and random time-varying broadband noise (II. Ghosting can
be minimized by the use of modem ghost cancellation tech-
niques [2]. If ghosting is eliminated. then the most objection-
able noise. especially in fiinge reception areas. is temporal
broadband noise. 1bis appears as a moving snow or speckle
pattern. superimposed on the TV image. Most investigators
who have sought a correlation between video signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and the objectionability of the resulting image.
have used measurements or appraisals based on static images
derived fiom individually captured or simulated video fiamcs
(3.4J. That does not do justice to the complicated interactions
that exist between the temporal and spatial acuity of hwnan
observers.

This paper presents preliminary results of an effort to charac-
terize the relationship between broadband video noise and the
threshold at which the resulting time-varying fme-pattem
noise just becomes visible. For the purpose of this investiga-
tion. we divide the image seen on the monitor screen into a
swn of two components. There is the desired image that we
would like to see free of any noise disturbances. This we refer
!o as me "time-stationary background image.. "Time-
stationary" or static indicates that it generally changes much
slower than the scintillation speckle pattern generated by
broadband video noise. We were intaested in the threshold of
visibility at which the scintillation becomes just visible. We
sought to mea.cwrethe threshold as a fWlCtionof two local

image propeIties of the background image: the mean video lu-
minance signal level and the standard deviation of the video
signal that generates the static part of the image in a local re-
gion. In this research we took advantage of the real-time video
simulation capabilities of the Princeton Eugine supercom-
puter at the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST).

This relationship between the threshold SNR and the statisti-
cal moments of the image has practical importance in televi-
sion systems. For example. vi~ processing may chauge the
mean video signal in a region of an image. We have fomd
that under certain conditions this results in the pattern due to
temporal noise appearing more objectionable. In such a case.
even if the candidate video processing does not alter the raw
\ideo SNR. the psych~hysical effect on the observer would
be equivalent to lowering the input video SNR. From prclimi-
D8IYqualitative experiments. we observed that mder certain
conditions the noise became more objectionable as the aver-
age video signal increased. We wanted to quantifYthat effect.
We were also interested in quantifying the masking effect of
the statiOlUU}'image structwe on the visibilityof the temporal
noise. Hence. we sought to generate plots of threshold SNR as
a fWlCtionof the mean and the standard deviation of the video
signal that generated the background stationary image.

DEFINITION OF THRESHOW SNR

This paper reports on experiments designed to measure the
average threshold SNR of a group of observers. This thresh-
old SNR is defmed as the temporal video SNR at which the
observer can just begin to see the temporally varying scintil-
lating noise pattern against the background. Threshold is ex-
prc:ssed in units of dB. The Iwninous video signal is usually
scaled to vary between 0 and 0.7 volts. The convention is to
express the amplitude of this video signal in IRE units. Zero
volts equal 0 IRE units and 0.7 volts are 100 IRE units. Thus.
a SNR of 40 dB would mean that the noise is I IRE unit.
1/100of full scale.

An increase in this threshold value means an increase in the
sc:nsiti\ity of the eye to the temporal noise. For example. sup-
pose that before some video processing this threshold is 30
dB. This means that the obserter would not have seen the
noise if the SNR were higher. such as 3S dB. If after such
processing the measured threshold were to increase to 3S dB.
this represents a S dB increase in the Doisesensitivity of the
eye. One result that the measurements reported on in this pa-
per showed is that when the mean video level. of the
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bactground is in tile mid ranges, in the oeighborhood of SO
IRE units. the e)e is about 10 dB more sensitive to the noise
(the SNR tIRshotd is about 10 dB higher) than in the dark
porUoosof tile TV image.

THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The Princeton Eugine was prognunmed to simulate an NTSC
(National Tdevision Systems Committee) television system.
Temporal Gaussian random noise of known standard devia-
tion was geoerated via software. This noise was added to a ~
cal legion of the video image. This region was of
programmable size. The staDdarddeviation of the added tem-
poral noise was dcaeased fi'oma high value 1Dltilthe scinti1-
lation of the n:gion of noise. as perceived by an observer.
disappeared into the background. The experiment was then
n:peated by inaeasing the standard deviation of the noise un-
til it just became visible. These two threshold readings were ~
averaged for each observation. Both trained and untrained ~
observers were used and no effort was made to separate the §
reactions of the two groups of observers. ~
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An effort was made to have the experiment approximate as
closely as possible the conditions specified in the CCIR Rec-
ommendation SOO-4(5].A Sony19inchmonitorwith a pitch
of 0.4 mm and a gamma of 2.2 was viewed at 5 times vertical
screen height The monitor bad a peak white output of 75
cdIm2.The output for 0 IRE input was 0.05 cdIm2and for 7.5
IRE units the output was 0.29 aJ/m2. The room lighting was
incandescent. with 4 cd 1m2 of illumination falling on the
monitor face. The wall behind the monitor was at approxi-
mately 15% of peak monitor Imninance.

This paper reports on two experiments. In the rust case. the
backgroWld was a time-stationary. monochromatic. synthetic
"image" generated by superimposing onto a uniform illumi-
nance level, a single ftame of capt~ stationary video noise
derived Uom broadband (4.2 MHz bandwidth) Gaussian
noise. displayed over the entire screen. A second speckle pat-
tern, this one temporally vmying. was CODtinuailygenerated
by broadband Gaussian noise. This was superimposed over
the center of the time-stationary backgrolmd "image." cover-
ing an area of size equal to 10% of the screen dimensions.
both horizoncally and vertically (76H by 48V pixels). The
observer controlled a console by which the standani deviation
of the temporal noise was varied until threshold was reached.
This was repeated for different values of the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the video signal of the background. This
mapp<;dout a two-dimensional space where one axis is mean
background video signal. and the other axis is the standard
deviation of the video generating the background pattern. This
space was sampled with a grid of 25 points. These 25 points

,-were chosen to cover a gamut so that the mean bac1cgrowld
varied from 5 to 95 IRE units. whereas the standard deviation
of the nOD~hangingbackground wcot &om0 to 18 IRE units.
Each of 5 observers sampled all 25 points. for a total of 125
observations.
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A second experiment used as a bactgrouDd a requenee of l0-
cal regions fiom actual captmed color video images. Hen; a
total of 9 regions. of 76 horizontal by 48 vertical pixels.
were chosen. The complete set was viewed by 9 observers for
a total.of 81 observations. The mean and standard deviation
of each sample n:gion wen::computed.

EXPERIJIENTAL RESULTS

The n:su1ts of the fust experiment are shown in Figure 1.
This was the experiment where some fixed broadband mask-
ing pattern wasaddcd to the 1D1ifonnbackground. The
observen noted the threshold of the temporal noise as a func-
tion of mean and standanI deviation of the badcground. In this
contour plot. the horizontal axis is the mean value of the
background in IRE units. The vertical axis is the standard de-
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Figure 1. Contour plot of tireSNR thresilOldas a functiOl'
of mean and standard deviation of time-invariant
background.

viation of the background structure. also in IRE units.

A cut of this plot. at a standard deviation of zero. is shown as
Figure 2. It shows that for dar1careas. the threshold starts out
low. The results show that the eye is relatively insensitive to
noise against a dark background, as compared to a bright
bac1cground.As the bac1cgroundluminance increases fCOlDa
level due to 5 IRE units of video signal to about 50 IRE. the
noise threshold increases by about 9.4 dB. from 29.3 to 38.7
dB. Thus. this increase in background Iwninance is:.-equiva-
lent to an increase of the noise level by 9.4 dB. As the back-
ground increases further. the noise threshold falls to about 35
dB at 95 IRE wuts ofbac1cgroundsignal.
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Figure 2. Plot of SNR ",remold as a function of meon
backgroulu/.for background standanl deviation of zero.

We would like to suggest an explanation ofFi.gure 2. The ris-
ing part of the curve may be due to Porter's Law (6), which
states that the cutoff temporal frequency at which time-
varying Dicker disappears is linearly proportional to the 1088-
ritlun of the mean background luminance level. Thus, as the
bac~Wld luminance increases, the bandwidth of the eye's
St.-nsitivityto time varying noise increases, increasing the tem-
poral noise threshold of the eye. Since Porter's Law is 1088-
ritJunic in luminance, the increase in band"idth saturates at
higher luminance. At the same time, the noise contrast against
the backgroWlddecreases as the background Iwninance rises.
The consequence is that the noise threshold falls for back-
groWldsdue to mean video signals exceeding 50 IRE.

We:were able:to rule out dark adaptation as a relevant mecha-
nism in these e~:perimcnts,since:we presented to the \iewel'S
mean vicko levels (as well as the: standard de\iatious) in a
randomized order.

Returning to Figure I, it can be seen that the contour lines are
nearly vertical and parallel at mean video levels below about
20 IRE. This indicates that a busy stationary backgroWld of
increasing standard de\iation fails to mask time V3J)ingnoise
wben the mean background is dark. However, for brighter
mean backgrounds in the range of about 25-95 IRE units, the
busy stnlcture of the background does indeed mask some of
the temporal noise. Therefore, the temporal noise threshold
falls by up to about 5 dB as the standard deviation of the sta-
tional)' bac~und rises from zero to 18 IRE Wlits.

In the fust experiment, whose results were given in Figures I
and 2, the stationary background was completely and ade-
quately specified by tbe mean and standard deViation of the
video signal. In the second experiment, we used 76 by 48
pixel neighborhoods of actual captw-edTV images. TIle diver-
sity of the backgrounds cannot be sufficiently characterized by
the: first two moments of the non-time-varying part of tile

--- ---

bacqround image. Nevertheless, most of the results agnm
fairly dose1y with Figure 1. These results me given in Table
1. The first two rows of Table I give the two axes of Fig. 1.
the mean and standard deviation of the time-stationary back-
ground. The third row is the average threshold SNR measured
experimentally. The fourth row gives the prediction ftom Fig-
ure 1. or the 9 values of Table 1. 7 fall within the spin of
Figule I. These 7 deviate &om values pn:dicted by Figure 1
by a mean value of only 1.97dB (data sigma=1.56).

· These data points are out of the range of Fig. J

Table 1. SNR thresholdsfor actual TV images.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the limited experiments with general captured TV
images, we suggest that Figure I can be used as a general
farst~ quantitative predictor of the variation of human
sensitivity to broadband temporal noise as a fimction of back-
groWld statistics. This bas particular significance in video
procc:ssing methods that change such background statistics.
Such changes can also be represented as changes in the effec-
tive input SNR.

Our interpretation of Figures I and 2 was not meant to be
authoritative and conclusive. The authors welcome comments

on that interpretation, as well as other aspects of this paper.
Such constructive coounents can he:lp guide future continued
research.

We have found the Princeton Engine to be a very versatile:
tool in simulation of TV systems..In particular, it was very
easy to cany out the noise threshold experiments desaibed
herein. We plan in the future to e:\:plorcother aspects of tem-
poral noise sensithities in TV vie\\ing, using similar thresh-
old experiments.
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